The MCIRCC Proposal Development Unit (PDU) provides consulting and services for multidisciplinary teams pursuing research awards related to critical care. We excel at finding funding opportunities for our members and helping them win grant awards to further their innovative research.

**WHY WORK WITH US?**

We have submitted and are preparing

$74,000,000

in grants over the past year

Of our full proposals

37%

are awarded grants

National DoD Average: 14%  National NIH Average: 20%

**WHAT CAN WE HELP YOU WITH?**

**Free Services**

- Finding Funding Opportunities
- Pre-Proposal Development
- Examples of Successful Proposals

**Paid Services for Full Proposals**

- Strategic Alignment with Funding Agency
- Technical & Non-Technical Writing & Editing
- Brainstorming Facilitation
- Figures & Graphics
- Project Management

*(Pricing information on reverse)*
LOOKING TO COLLABORATE?
No matter the size of the grant, we are happy to discuss a plan that meets your team’s needs.

MCIRCC CORE TEAMS
As a member of MCIRCC, you have the support of MCIRCC Core Services from our Data Science Core, Clinical Research Unit, and Pre-Clinical Care Lab. These cores can be leveraged to help improve chances of grant awards.

MCIRCC PDU PRICING
For teams partnering with the PDU, we have developed comprehensive pricing plans based on grant size and whether or not MCIRCC resources are being utilized. The MCIRCC Proposal Development Unit is funded by the indirect costs associated with including MCIRCC resources in grants.

Option 1 - Including MCIRCC Resources in Proposal Budget

**SMALL GRANTS**
*Pilot Grant or Single Investigator Grant*

Must Budget For At Least 10% MCIRCC Core FTE
(Example: 5% Data Scientist & 5% Pre-Clinical Lab Technician)

**MEDIUM GRANTS**
*Average NIH / DoD Grant (Multidisciplinary team competing on project)*

Must Budget For At Least 50% MCIRCC Core FTE
(Example: 30% Data Scientist & 20% Clinical Coordinator)

**LARGE GRANTS**
*Multi-Project, Center, or Team Grant*

Must Budget For At Least 200% MCIRCC Core FTE
(Example: 50% Data Scientist; 50% Clinical Coordinator; 100% Pre-Clinical Lab Technician)

Option 2 - Without Including MCIRCC Resources in Proposal Budget
For teams seeking the assistance of the PDU without including MCIRCC resources in their grant, we are happy to offer our services at the following recharge rates*:

**SMALL GRANTS**
*Pilot Grant or Single Investigator Grant*

Must Budget For At Least 50% MCIRCC Core FTE
(Example: 30% Data Scientist & 20% Clinical Coordinator)

**MEDIUM GRANTS**
*Average NIH / DoD Grant (Multidisciplinary team competing on project)*

Must Budget For At Least 200% MCIRCC Core FTE
(Example: 50% Data Scientist; 50% Clinical Coordinator; 100% Pre-Clinical Lab Technician)

**LARGE GRANTS**
*Multi-Project, Center, or Team Grant*

Must Budget For At Least 200% MCIRCC Core FTE
(Example: 50% Data Scientist; 50% Clinical Coordinator; 100% Pre-Clinical Lab Technician)

* Kindly note that any member opting to work with us on a recharge rate will sign an MOU.

We can’t thank the Proposal Development Unit enough for their leadership, management, coordinating, coaching, and editing without which this funding would not have been possible.

—Robert Neumar, MD, PhD, Professor and Chair of Emergency Medicine, re: funding from the American Heart Association Strategically Focused Research Network

**Contact Us!**